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Carbohydrates Role in Sickness
Prevention

By Dr Peter Reaburn
Tri.athion Research Initia:hive, Central Qld Universdy

Introduction
Summer is here and it's time to train. For

many older athletes the Xmas period is also a
chance to take a well-deserved holiday and
cram in the miles. Unfortunately, many of us,

¥aFkt££Fegwmey::]effst%]]a:hi;:k=^::rc:nthibe:eTc]:(i.agnT,|[:iga:in;ye:n:
pu!hingti|L|Lwegetsick.Fo'rmostathietes,th^e
first sign of sickness is an upper respiratory
tractinfection-affectionatelyknownasURTI.
Re.cent scientific evidence suggests that nutri-
tion may play a crucial  role  in preventing
URTI.
The Nutritional Supplements

I Research has  focussed  on vitamin C, an

alriino acid  called  glutamine,  and  carbohy-
dra'te and their role in maintaining or boost-
ing the immune  system's response to pro-
longed or intense exercise.

Vitanrin C
A   recent   South   African   study   of

ultramarathon runnershas  demonstrated a
strong association between vitamin C supple-
mentation (600mg per day for 3 weeks) and
fewer URTI symptoms. It must be noted that
nQt all studies have shown such a positive re-
sp;bnse.  However, for those of us in heavy

CaeFf{:LTnaeybeworthatry.
# Glutamine (an amino) and glucose  (from

eating carbohydrates)  are both important
fuels   for   immune   system   cells   called
lymphocytes and monocytes.  Lowering the
availability of these fuels through intense or
prolonged exercise lower the rate of immune
system cell production, thus making us more

However, many of us  keep

susceptible to illness.
Carbohydrates
Whenweexercisehardorlongorhardand

long, we reduce the blood glucose levels. This
has the effect of increasing the release of a cou-
pleofstresshormones,increasinggrowthhor-
mone release, and decreasing blood inslulin
levels. Together these hormones act to increase
blood  glucose  levels through  a number  of
mechanisms including using proteins to cre-
ate glucose.

Research  presented  earlier  this  year
strongly suggests that lowered blood glucose
levelslowerstheimmunesystemresponseand
makes us more susceptible to URTI. Figure 1
below shows this relationship.
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break. The February 1999 issue will be my
last! If you are interested in taking it on, give
us a call on 07 49265269AH.

Due to business closures over Christmas
andtheNewYear,theFeb99issuewillprob-
ably arrive late Feb early March.

Merry Christmas to all and the very best
for 1999.

Claire Reaburm

Blood Glucose   t               `

\
Immune Response ft                                    Stress Hormones`!'

Figure 1 : Relationship between blood glucose and immune system

This model strongly suggests that if we
carbohydrate supplement (eat/drink) during
endurance exercise or hard training / racing
we can maintain or elevate blood glucose lev-
elswhichpreventthereleaseofthestresshor-
mones which in turn counteract the negative
immune  system  changes  associated  with
URTI.

Two  recent  studies  on  runners  and
triathletes have strongly supported this sug-
gestion. Both studies had the athletes ruring
or running and cycling for 2.5 hrs at close to
race pace. The athletes either drank a placebo
(dummy fluid) or a carbohydrate drink.

The results of these studies showed that,
in the carbo drinking condition, the athletes
maintained blood glucose levels, reduced the
stress hormone concentrations in their blood

and most importantly reduced their immune
system response, a good thing in terms of get-
ting sick. These results strongly suggest that
keeping blood glucose levels up in training or
racing by eating or drinking is the way to go
to try and hold off URTI.

Thefollowingguidelinesforconsumption
of carbohydrate before, during and after exer-
cise have  recently been suggested  by  the
Gatorade Sports Science Institute.
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ENDURANCE

H    Go out Fast or Come Home Fast

© by Dr Peter Reaburn

ow often do you see youngsters or inexperienced athletes at the start of an open water swim,
triathlon or particularly fun run, go out hard then die? What is the best pacing strategy? Go
hard and try and hold on or build the race? Very little has been written on the area of pacing so

1et's try and take a scientific look at the concept and see if we can come up with some answers.

The Physiology
Going out too hard at the start of a race

leads to  a  rapid accumulation of lactic acid
which has three negative consequences for
racing:

•     It stops muscles contracting properly
thus slowing us dour

•     It slows down the breakdown of car-
bohydrate and thus energy supply

•     It hurts. Thatis, the athietes that head
out too hard, `die'  .

Going out slower in the earlier parts of a
race  reduces  the  amount of lactic  acid  pro-
duced and prevents the negatives above from
slowing us down.

A slower start also allows the heart, lungs
and blood vessels to get moving and deliver
that all-important oxygen. The more oxygen,
the less lactic acid. This allows the middle and
latter stages of the race to be done at a faster
rate.

Previous Fzesearch
Studies have compared the three possible

pacing methods -  the even-pacing, fast-slow
and slow-fast (negative splitting) pacing. Re-
search, although from the 50's and  60's, has
shown that fast-slow pacing that the inexpe-
rienced  youngsters  use is the  least effective
method  of racing.  However, the  research  is
relatively  inconclusive as to  whether even-
paced or slow-fast pacing are the best way to
80.

In  1993,  a  study  from  Wisconsin,  USA,
studied nine-well trained cyclists and came up
with strong support for the slow-fast method
of pacing in a 2-K time trial. The first one K
was covered at 56, 53, 51, 50 and 48% of their
best 2-K times. The final one-K was to be com-
pletedasfastaspossible.Themoderately-slow
51% method produced the best performance
times and fastest second K. None of the nine
cyclists performed well with the  fast  (480/o)
starting K.
What the elite use

Yearsofwatchingeliteswimmersandrun-
ners has also revealed that most use the even
orslow-fastslowpacingmethods.Whilethere
arealwaysexceptionsinelitesport(eg.Perkins
inthe1500freeorThorpe'sunbelievablespeed
at the backend  of a 400  free), the  fast-slow
method has seldom proved successful in en-
durance sport.

Insupportoftheeven-pacedandslow-fast
methods we can leam a lot by looking at run-
ners like Daniel Komen (WR for 5K - 12:39) or
Paul Tergat (WR for 10K - 26:27). Komen ran
the following lK splits in his world-record run
- 2:32, 2:32, 2:31, 2:31  and 2:31  (slow bastard
eh!!). Tergat, on the other hand, used the slow
(!?) - fast method of pacing in his world record
10K run. He ran 13:17 for the first 5K then came
home in  13:10  for the  final 5K,  //////????
produced without any of the negative corrse-
quences outlined above

Once produced at the start of a race, the
lactic acid seems `to  loiter with intent'    and
takes a long time to remove, even when we
slow down.

A 1958 study looked at three strate.gies to
run    1245    metres    all-out.        eA   co-/
cx,±=!cot  "cx,i-#et  get  0/ocx>ies   to   run   1245

metres as fast as possible. First run was started
at 13.9 mph (remember miles?) and held that
pace till the end -  a time of 3min 20 secs. The
second run was done starting at 13.5 mph and
running at 14.9 mph till the finish - the same 3
min 20 sec time for the 1245 metre run. This
run produced the least lactic acid and the low-
est oxygen consumption. The third run was a
disaster for the rurmers. They ran at 14.9 mph
at the start and came home at 13.5 mph, the
head out hard and die method! ! Performances
plummetted and both lactic levels and oxy-
gen consumption skyrocketted.
How can I prevent `dying' in a race?

Obviouslyastrongaerobicbase,highaero-
bic capacity, anaerobic threshold and economi-
cal technique are crucial and have been dis-
cussed in previous issues of TMA. However,

The Facts of Life
During the average human lifeyears, we

will:
•     Spend three-and-a-half years eating,

including 7300 eggs and 160kg of
chocolates

•     Produce 40,000 litres of urine and
spend more than six months on the loo

•     Spend 12 years watching TV
•     Talkonthephone fortwo and ahalf

years•     Grow 28m of finger nails, 950km of

hair on the head and 2cm up the nose
•     Kissfortwoweks
•     Shed l9kgofdead skin
•     Have sex 2,580 times with 5 different

people•     Blink 415,000,000 times
•     Walk22,000kms
•     Talk continuously for 12 years
Taken from the Central Qld University

Student Association Newspaper ``PSSST"
Week n Winter Tlerm 1998

threestrategiesarecnicialwhenpreparingfor
and actually racing.  Firstly, when preparing
for racing, ensure you do goal pace training.
Thatis,doingrepeatsinthepool,onthetrack,
road or river, that are at the pace you want to
raceat.Secondly,onraceday,warmingupwell
before the race. An effective warm-up should
include  moderate  pace work,  above  race
pace work and race-pace work. I see far too
many masters athletes cruising in warm~up or
not warming up at all and wonder why they
perform poorly.  ????????

Thirdly, take the advice from the rest
outlined above, even-pace or negative
Give those muscles a chance to get the blood
and oxygen in so they don't produce that acid
that slows us down and makes us hurt. Try
the advice and see which of the even-paced or
negative splitting works for you. See you well-
warmed up on the start line!

PETER  REABURN -Editor

CLAmE F]EABURN -Co-ordinator/Editor
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SWIMMING

The `Dry Side'of Training
Staying in shape with limited time

© by Judy Meyer-Borming

Carltle Swin School (Former USMS Masters Coach Of the Year)

For most of us the ``wet side" of training is
well regimented. We attend regular swim ses-
sions, schedule practice time and compete in
meets with fairly rigid consistency.  But not
necessarily so for the `'dry side" of training.
Thisarticletakesalookatthemanythingsyou
can do `out of the water' to achieve peak per-
formance.

One of the greatest obstacles that adults
face when trying to maintain fitness is find~
ing enough time in a busy schedule to train
and recover properly before the next workout.
If you did everything that all the books and
articles on training recommended, you would

Oees¥e£:::sy:F:]feae:j[::Siyg°hut¥n°du[;oguetws;Xu:i
probably be so stressed at work that your job
performance would suffer greatly.
How to Achieve a Peak Performance

There  are seven  factors  that affect peak
performance; the goaf of an athlete is to try to
have all seven come together at one perfect
moment.  Even adults with limited free time
can make the most of these significant seven
factors:

Gc#efzcs - Fortunately, or rather unfortu-
nately for most, this is something over which
you have no control. The ordy thing that you
can do is to thank (or blame!)  your parents,
then accept the fate that has been bestowed
upon you and try to deal with it as best you
Can.

N#fro.fi.ori -Most educated adults already
have a great deal of knowledge on this sub-
ject. Eating a low-fat, low-sugar and high-car-

_bohydrate diet is one of the keys to success.

CHoo_t±oTsato]rmTawk±en±:ers:;efeantif=gto;:oinp%_rpyonwg£:i
assistinweightcontrolandfillthemusclecells
with the much needed glycogen that is neces-
sary when training. Hydration, which is ac-
complished best by drinking lots of water, is
another important aspect of nutrition that is
often neglected. There have been many great
athletes who have trained diligently, only to
blow their big event by not eating properly
and allowing their muscles to be depleted of
the necessary energy sources. This is impor-
tant during the season, prior to the event and
even on the race day. By eating properly you
can maximise your time spent training.

Mc#fflz Acfjz)1.ty - Sports psychology has
come a long way in helping our athletes to
perform at their best. Skills such as visualisa-
tion, relaxation and goal setting can be devel-
oped by the willing adult.  Keeping proper
mental focus is important throughout the sea-
son - not just on the day of the big event.

Tiralning and Competition Aids - Totry' s
swimmer is blessed with a multitude of train-
ing and competition aids which enhance per-
formance, yet take no additional time to use.
Swim fins, paddles, drag suits, goggles, pace
clocke and pull buoys are just a few of these

items. There have also been many items that
have enhanced our competitive side as well.
Fast pools, shaving down, waveless lane lines
andpatersuitsareexamples-usethesetoyour
advantage!

D"gs - These are not the drugs that are
harmful, such as steroids. These are the drugs
such as the moderate use of aspirin to prevent
swilling, beta blockers that are used by some
heart patients an medications that are neces~
sary for some asthmatics. By using the neces-
sarydrugsproperly,trainingcanbeenhanced.
(Alwayscheckwithyourphysicianbeforetak-
ing any medication).

``ONE OF THE GREATEST

OBSTACLES THAT ADULTS FACE

VVHEN TRYING TO MAINTAIN

FITNESS IS FINDING ENOUGH

TIME IN A BUSY SCHEDULE TO

TRAIN AND RECOVER PROPERLY

BEFORE THE NEXT woRKour. "

CJifl#ce - This is the luck of the draw. In an
outdoor pool, it could be the weather condi-
tions. These are things that you have no con-
trol over, so it is usually best to accept the cir-
cumstances and not waste time and  energy
fretting over them. Remember, the conditions
are almost always the same for everyone. So
relax!

ConditioningandTiralning-Learr\ir\ghow
to make the most of your training is what is
important for the young and old. Much time
can be saved by using proper training tech-
niques. Mega yardage is out, quality yardage
is in!

A Moderate Lifestyle for Success
Stress is an inevitable part of living that

can be  reduced  substantially by exercising
moderation in our lifestyles. Your goal should
be to balance work, sleep, diet, exercise and
recreation/relaxation. If any one of these be-
comes too dominant, then serious problems
will arise. Exercise should be a positive aspect
of your life, not an additional source of stress.
Overtraining can lead to many problems in-
cluding martial  stress,  illness, depression,
weight loss and fatigue. So it is important that
we make the most of our training time, but do
so with the proper degree of moderation.
Maximise Your Training

In addition to the  actual swimming, a
number of other activities can help maximise
your training. Most of these activities can be
done in just a few minutes each day or even
every other day.

Stretching Exercises
Stretching is definitely one of the most ne-
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glected components of adult exercise routines.
And for the competitive swimmer, these exer-
cisesareevenmoreimportant!Thelackofflex-
ibility will cause stroke defects and inefficient
stroke mechanics.  For exalnple, few people
realise that the lack of ankle flexibility is the
primary reason that most adults have  ex-
tremely poor kicking abilities. Triathletes and
runners have the most difficulty with inflex-
ible ankles. A good stretching routine will;

a. Enhance stroke mechanics;
b. Allow maximum use of strength;
c. Enable the body to be more effective and
efficient;
d. Prevent joint problems, bursitis and
back problems;
e. Help body balance;
f. Reduce injuries.
There are many, many different types of

stretching exercises. The important point to
remember is to establish some type   of rou-
tine, even if it is only for five or ten minutes
per day. Do not set yourself up for failure by
trying to do too much or by omitting your
stretching altogether. Many books and articles
instruct everyone to stretch for 30 minutes to
one hour per day. Realistically, who has time
for that?

It is important to find a time that is best
for you. It should be a time of day when you
will have the fewest interruptions and a time
that will hopefully develop into a regular rou-
tine.Somepeoplestretchwhiletheyarewatch-
ing the evening news or reading the paper.
Some find time to stretch while at the office or
at home talking on the phone. The ideal time
tostretchisbeforeandafteryouswiin.Stretch-
ing in the pool after the muscles have warmed
up with some easy swimming is very benefi-
cial. It is easy to stretch while waiting in be-
tween sets or while socialising. In the jacuzzi
afterthework-outisalsoagreattimetostretch.
By using the walls of the pool or by using a
partner, there are many great flexibility exer-
cises they you can do on land or in the water.
If possible, try to talk your teammates into
meeting before or after practices on a regular
basis to stretch. It's a great way to socialise as
well as increase your flexibility.

Abdominal Exercises
The abdominal muscles are consistently

usedinswimming,especiallywhenexecuting
turns. To   use them most effectively in the
water, we must develop them  `on land'. there
are many , many good abdominal exercises,
such as crunches  with the legs in various po~
sitions, v-seats, twisters, side crunches, single
leg lifts, flutter kicks, etc. An adult swimmer
candoseveralsetsofstomachexercisesinonly
twotothreeminutesperdaythatwillimprove
abdominalstrength.Selectseveraldifferentab-
dominal exercises and perform up to 25 rep-
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Evaluating those Performance-Enhancing
Supplements

© by  Dr Peter Reaburn
"Improves your performance by 10%", ``Rapid Energy Enhancer", "Provides Stamina" etc

etc. We've all read the glossy brochures and had the ads jump out at us from the popular
magazines. But how can we evaluate what the marketeers push at us. Do we trust them, are
they lying  or are they just bending the truth a little?

The purpose of this paper is to save us
some money by giving us the ability to read
the marketing blurbs or the claims on pack-
aging and make an informed decision.
The Problem

Three issues surround the performance-
enhancing (ergogenic) products:
1.   The number of products and outrageous
claims.
2.    Lack of control in the advertising indus-
try.
3.    The consumer's naivete and possible dis-
trust of science.
The product's claims

Pick up any sporting magazine and open
thepages.In1993agroupofresearchersevalu-
ated 624 commercially available products for
body builders  and  found 800 claims of im-
proved performance, most of them totally un-
proven by any scientific research.
Lack of control in advertising

The ads we see are glossy, full of scientific
claims and testimonials and often carry a pic-
tureofahigh-performanceathiete.TheAmeri-
can Dietetic Association estimated that Ameri-
cans spend at least $10 billion on what they
call ``quackery". However, the following tac-
tics are often used by advertisers:

•      Researchf indings are taken out of context.

For example, creatine monohydrate HAS been
shown to improve repeated sprint ability by
5% yet the marketeers are pushing it towards
endurance athletes with claims that 1500m
swim times can also be improved by 50/o.

•     Conclusions are extrapolated. For exaLm-

ple, rat or cat studies have been done and the
results related to athletes.

•     Results are applied in an unproven man-
7tcr.Forexample,vitaminsupplementationhas
been shown to benefit those with vitamin de-

ficiencies.  However, no benefits have been
proven in those athletes with a well-balanced
diet.

•     Claims of university testing. At best
many of these studies may have been done
with poor research design (no control group,
lack of a placebo, no cross-over) or at worst
not done at all.

•     L!.cs arc toJd. Often the research is not
available for public viewing, is  taken from
unverifiable sources, or is not from what we
sport scientists call peer-reviewed journals.

``IN 1993 A GRour oF RE~

SEARCHERS EVALUATED 624

COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE

PRODUCTS FOR BODY BUILDERS

AND FOUND 800 CLAIMS OF

IMPROVED PERFORMANCE, MOST

OF THEM TOTALLY UNPROVEN

BY ANY SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH. "

Thesoonerconsuneraffairsgroupslobby
the government, the sooner we'll all stop be-
ing ripped off.
The public's scientific naivete

The general public do not have the sci-
entific knowledge and thus ability to read a
label and make an informed decision. They
rely on the ``honesty" of advertising, assum-
ingthattheadvertindustryisethicalandhon-
estandwillgiveusthefactsinplainlanguage.
So]utions

Combating of evaluating misinform ation

:i:giv

requires a number of steps:
1.    Ask or read informed sources.   Sport

scientists, sports physicians, sports dietitians
often write in popular magazines, appear at
seminars and conferences. The leaders in their
field stay in touch with the scientific journals
are generally widely read and have the skills
and knowledge to evaluate claims from ergo-
genic aid producers.

tim:riaFsv:i::tee:ft:sauffe::gTmgaeyvfbdee:]c:LE%L,
by the dollars paid to that athlete, their posi-
tion on a board or the fact that the product that
works for them may not work for another ath-
lete.  Research  claiming  miraculous  cures  or
improvements may have been funded  by a
commercial company and the results therefore
clouded. As I write I'm looking at a brochure
for product x  that has supporting evidence
from three books written by an MD with a Rus-
sian  name.  Not  a  well-recognised  peer-re-
viewed journal or well known scientist.

3.     If theclaimsare ``too goodtobetrue'',
they probably are.

4.    Visit a dietitian, ideally a sports dieti-
tian who is trained in this area.
Conclusion

While  I  remain  a sceptic regarding most
supplements  claims,  I  do believe  that many
athletes  diets  are  inadequate  and  that many
overtrain and may need these supplements. I
am also a strong adherer to the belief that if t/    \)
athlete #zz.7ike  something is working for
then they should stick with it. However, I urge
you to talk to informed sources, listen to or ask
experts, and read from scientific literature or
reputable authors in popular literature. Finally,

=setaieedyapbroovbea,i:ytha:ec!l!agTesna:e;:soeF;odto±e
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Tri Glycerol loading to beat Dehydration
© by Aaron Coutts MHMSc

Triathion Research Initiative Central Queensland University

Fluid replacement is critical for triathlon performance, especially in hot and/or humid conditions
such as Noosa of Hawaii triathlons.  In triathlon, dehydration becomes particularly troublesome
as fluid replacement is impractical during the swim leg and often it is several kilometres in to the

cycle leg until fluid is taken.

Researchhasshownthatsmallbodymass
losses as low 1.8% of body mass through de-
hydrationcanreduceenduranceperformance.
Such  levels  are  commonly  observed  in
triathlon. Therefore, maximising fluids levels
prior to racing is important for optimal per-
£orrr\ance. Riecentry, `` kyperhydration" or '`f ouid
Zo¢dz.7tg"  before  endurance  events  has  been
suggested by sports scientists to delay the

a:s:::#u:::.¥ot:ha?:e:i:r=:gs:e:joR:eo:ef:#y::
hyperhydration and thereby delay dehydra-
tion during racing and therefore improve per-
formance.
What is glycerol?

Glycerol is  a clear, sweet,  syrupy liquid
that will increase fluid retention.   It is found
naturally in many foods and when eaten it is
rapidly  absorbed  and  distributed  evenly
throughout the body.  Generally, when taken
orally and diluted in a fluid solution such as
sports drinks, glycerol is considered to be free
from side effects.
What does it do?

Hyperhydrationorfluidretentioninduced
bydrinkingglycerolsolutionshasshownposi-
tive effects such as expanded plasma volume,
lower heart rate, lower body temperature and
an increased sweat response which may lead
1- -n improved performance in triathlons.

Glycerol loading can increase our ability
}tain water by around 50 percent.  Research

nas shown that glycerol increases body water
content to between 0.3 to 0.71itres greater than
typical sports drinks.   The suggested reason
the increase total body water following glyc-
erol loading is a decreased urine output which
is produced by the action of glycerol on the
renal system and its regulatory hormones.
Interestingly, common sports drinks have a
different effect on the kidney and their hor-
mones.   Hyperhydration with sports drinks
decreases the concentration in one of these hor-
mones which increases urine output.  It is this
property of sports drinks that do not make
them as effective hyperhydrating agents as
glycerol.

Another advantage of glycerol loading is
that it has osmotic properties which allows
eten  distribution in  spaces  between  and
wi'Ihin your body's tissues.  For example, dun-
ing loading fluid is moved from your blood
Plasmta and stored outside these vessels which
prevents filtration by the kidneys and there-
fore reduces urine output.   During exercise

#se¥L:£edh¥:na::ntr°acncsufresrr¥d°#agchkst:efiti:no8d'
which defends the loss of blood plasma.  This

action assists  in the maintenance  of blood
pumped  around your body and therefore
maintains oxygen delivery to your exercising
muscles which may assist your performance.

In essence, the body handles the heat bet-
terwithhyperhydrationbecausethereismore
water available for internal cooling.  This al-
lows you to exercise at higher intensity in the
heat.   Therefore glycerol loading can lead to
improved triathlon performance in hot and
humid conditions.

A study recently completed  at Central
Queensland University found  that glycerol
loading improved Olympic distance triath]on
performance in extremely hot and humid con-
ditions. This research found that glycerol load-
ing decreased urine ouput, increased plasma
volume  and  improved  Olympic  distance
triathlon performance.  However, as with any
research, more work needs to be done to pro-
vide definitive results.

`` RECENT STUI)IES HAVE SHOWN

THAT THE INGESTION OF A GLYCEROL

SOLUTION CAN BE USED TO INDUCE

HYPERHYDRATION AND THEREBY

DELAY DEHYDRATION DURING

RACING AND THEREFORE IMPROVE

PERFORMANCE."

Problems with g]ycerol loading?
Most athletes will not suffer any side ef-

fects from the ingestion of a glycerol solution,
but the potential side effects.   Some the these
include:

•     mildbloating
•     light-headedness
•     headaches
•     dizziness
•     nausea
•     vorfuting
Taken as directed, glycerol appears safe.

However, pregnant women and people with
high blood pressure, diabetes or kidney prob-
lems should consult their doctor before using
91ycerol. I failed to find any negative side ef-
fects in a recent study that looked at glycerol
loading on Olympic distance triathlon.  How-
ever, as with any new performance drink or
supplement, give it a few tries on training runs
before you use it in a race.
How much do I need to drink?

Although there are a number of methods
used  to  glycerol  load,  the  most common
method involves drinking a relatively large
volume of solution about 2 hours before you
compete.  I would recommend you use a so-

lution mixing 1.0 - 1.2 grams of glycerol per
kilogram of your body mass with 20 - 25 mil-
lilitres of water or half strength sports drink
per kilogram of your body mass.  Therefore, a
70-kilogram person would be required to con-
sume about 1.75 litres of fluid.

However, when you are first trialing glyc-
erol, you may want to start with a more di-
luted solution, for example:  25  millilitres  of
wa_ter per kilogram of body mass for one gram
of glycerol per kilogram of body mass.   This
will require you to  drink  a  large volume  of
fluid so please practice this before you use it
in competition.  You should drink the glycerol
solution in the last 2 hours before the start of
the race or training.  Try to allow an hour be-
tween  finishing  your  glycerol  solution  and
race /training as sometimes the large quantity
of fluid in your stomach can cause a bloated
feeling in your stomach.
Where do I get it?

So far there are no sports drinks that con-
tain glycerol in Australia, but is now commer-
cialised   in   the   USA   under   the   name
GlycerateTM.  In Australia glycerol can be pur-
chased over the counter in any chemist or su-
permarket in as glycerine (pure glycerol).
Practical advice

Trialing glycerol  hyperhydration  during
training is highly recommended.   Some ath-
letes have found the sweet taste of glycerol to
be quite distracting. Therefore, trial with your
mix before you use it competition.   Further-
more, research suggests that it is unlikely that
drinking glycerol  solutions  during exercise
will promote improvements in cardiovascu-
lar or thermoregulatory functions. This is due
to the fact that glycerol ingestion during exer-
cise does not allow time for the glycerol to be
distributed throughout the body fluid com-
partments.  It is better to drink a sports drink
that will provide you with water and a con-
venient energy source during the race.
Conclusion

As the  summer months  approach,
coaches and triathletes need to be aware of the
dangers of training and competing in the heat
and develop a hydration plan to combat the
obstacles that heat presents. Our research sug-
gests that glycerol loading should decrease
race time.  However, the jury in the sports sci-
ence community is still undecided about the
performance benefits of glycerol loading.  My
personal opinion is that if the consumption of
large volumes of fluid do not bother you, that
it has definite potential as a performance en-
hancer in hot and humid conditions.   I sug-
gest you TRI it in training and make up your
own mind, EE
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F=OWING

S             Training for Speed

© by Ti:in Kerrison (Q:ld Academy Of Sport)

peed is, of course, essential to rowing successfully.  But how and when should speed
be developed within a structured training program?  Many masters rowers seem to
over-emphasise speed and neglect other aspects of training which are fundamental

to racing fast, while, at the other end of the spectrum, it is easy to get carried away in devel-
oping an aerobic base and perfecting technique but neglect speed training.  So what is the
perfect balance?

Think about a training program as a pyra-
mid;onephaseoftraininglaysthefoundatious
for the next phase of training with the pinna-
cleofthepyranidbeingtheattainmentofrac-
ing condition.   In this structure, speed train-
ing can be thought of as the final layer of that
pyramid, just before you are required to race.
But before we can undertake specific speed
training we must prepare our bodies.   The
body  must  be  primed   physiologically,
biomechahically and neuromuscularly before
we can effectively undertake speed training.

``THE BODY MUST BE

PRIMED PHYSIOLOG ICALLY,

BIOMECHANICALLY AND

NEunoMuscuLARI.y
BEFORE WE CAN

EFFECTIVELY UNDERTAKE

SPEED TRAunNG."

Before you can maintain your race speed
for a sustained period, you must be physiologi-
cally prepared.   That is, even if you can row
exceptionallyfastfor15strokes,youmusthave
the physiological development to sustain that
speed for the duration of the race.  Similarly,
you need good physiological condition before
you can effectively train speed.  For example,
poor  aerobic condition or a  low  anaerobic
threshold will greatly increase the time neces-
sary to recover between repeated sprints, due
to greater lactate production and poorer re-
moval during high intensity exercise.

I  always encourage athletes  to explore
ways to make training as specific to racing as
possible.   For example, anaerobic threshold
training can actually be done close to race
speedifyoustructurethetrainingsetsuchthat
the intensity modulates from above threshold
to below threshold.  For example, a set of 20 x
60 seconds, with 60 seconds recovery, could
be completed at 90% of race pace, without lac-
tic acid accumulating throughout the set. This
type of training set challenges the body to
work efficiently and remove lactic acid from
the muscles.  So without being a particularly
fatiguing session, you can still do 20 minutes
of near-race-pace work.  Note that an athlete
without a good aerobic base will not be able
tocompletethissetwithoutaccumulatinglac-
tic acid and fatiguing.

Neuromuscular qualities include the mo~
tor patterns required to row at the rating and
intensitynecessarytoachievefastboatspeed,
as well as muscular qualities such as strength
and power.  Doing many hours of endurance
trainingmaybebeneficialphysiologically,but
what does it do to our ability to row at race
pace?  Most good training programs include
a  speed  thread throughout the program to
maintain the motor patterns required to row
fast.   Even  though the focus  of a  particular
phase of training may be endurance, a few
bursts of speed, such as 250m efforts or some
starts, once a week, can help to maintain your
ability to row fast.  A certain degree of muscu-
lar strength and power will also be required
to row fast so the factor limiting speed in a
weak athlete may be strength or power.

Another common limiting factor, when it
comes to rowing at race pace is that the ath-
lete is not technically proficient enough to
bring the rating up without causing major
problems. Therefore you must ensure that you
perfectyourtechniquebeforeattemptinglarge
volumes of high rating speed training.   Par-
ticularly you should  ensure that you have
clean finishes, fluent hands around the back
turn, good blade control on the recovery and
sharp catches.  If you miss water at the catch
at low ratings, then this will be amplified at
higher ratings, so make sure you have perfect
catches, letting the water catch the bottom
edge of the blade before it changes direction
and burying the blade quickly to the perfect
depth.

So once you have prepared yourself both
in terms of fitness and technique, it is time to
start to indude sets specifically aimed at im-
proving speed in your training program. This
type of training will usually occur in the last
phases of your training leading up to a major
competition (ie, the competition phase and
taper).

``MOST GOOD TRAINING

PROGRAMS INCLUDE A SPEED

TlmEAD THRouGHouT THE

PROGRAM To MAn`ITAIN THE

MOTOR PATTERNS REQUIRED TO

ROW FAST.

True speed training will consist of a series
of short sprints with enough time in between
to fully recover.  These may be in the form of
starts or overrating bursts (say 5-15 strokes).
Speed drills can be very useful inclusions in
your program. These combine technique with
speed training to benefit both the skill and fit-
ness side of speed development.  Remember,
when doing speed work, allow 5-10 minutes
between each effort to ensure the full recov-
ery of the alactic and lactic acid energy sys-
terns.



etitions in each set. Rest 10-15 seconds between
each set. Most adults begin with only five rep-
etitions of each exercise, then increase the nun-
bers as they get stronger. you should be able to
telladifferenceinon]yafewweeks.Bystrength-
eningtheabdominalmuscles,youalsodecrease
your chances of developing future back prob-
lems.

Weight Training
A swimmer can save a great deal of time by

building much needed strength in the weight
room versus trying to build the same amount
of strength in the pool. There are no magic rna-
chines in the weight room, but a good overall
strength building program can help a swimmer
tremendously.

Some adults think there is a particular rna-
chine that you should use if you swim butter-
fly, but if you're a backstroker a different rna-
chime  is  best.  Most  of our  college  and  club
coaches agree that a general strength-building
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cles for the activity of swimming.

Many swimmers have a misconception that
when they swim it is primarily their chest mus-
cles  (pectorals) that they are using.  But if you
are swimming correctly, it is your back muscles
(latissimus dorsi) that are being used the most
for forward propulsion.  Therefore,  the chest
muscles  are often underdeveloped.  have you
ever noticed that many of our swimmers are
round-shouldered and have poor posture? This
is  caused  by  overdeveloped  chest  muscles.
Many coaches are putting more emphasis on
exercises, such as the bench press, in order to
strengthen the chest muscles so that swimmers
will have better muscle balance and posture.
Stretching exercises will also help improve pos-
ture, muscle balance and flexibility. Both weight
training exercises and stretching are extremely
important for proper swimming technique.

A good general strength training program

C%
usually be  found  at most health clubs,

CAs and gyms. Instructors will be able to
help you develop a program that is good for
you,whetheritisNautilus,Cybex,freeweights
or the Universal gym. Most adults are busy and
do not have a great deal of time to spend in the`
weight room. If you are interested in achieving
a great deal of bulk (which most swimmers and
triathletes are not), then it will take more time
to achieve your goals. A very adequate strength
programcantakeaslittleas20-30minutesthree
times per week (minimum two times a week).
Although some people like to do more, a good
weight workout can consist of 12 to 15 stations.

Ideally, it is best to do your weights every
other day. For most adult swimmers, perform-
ing one set of repetitions (usually 8 to 12 reps)
to  fatigue  is adequate.  Some  programs  use
lighterweights,butperform25to30repetitions
for more of an endurance prograln. Performing
two or three sets with increasing intensities and
decreasing repetitions is beneficial  for some
people and develops additional muscle mass.
Adult swimmers with an already full schedule
can make adequate strength gains by perform-
ing one set per machine. you must develop a
program that you will be able to maintain in
order to derive the benefits.

Most coaches feel that it is beneficial to
do  your weights  after your swimming
workout if both are performed on the same
day. If weight training is done before swim-
ming, the arms and legs are usually very fa-
tigued and proper stroke mechanics are not
maintained during the swim workout.  If
weights are done following the swimming
workout, you can better afford to fatigue the
muscles. Ideally, it would be most beneficial
to do the weight workout in the moming if
you swim in the evenings, or vice versa, or
to do them on separate days. However, most
adult swimmers do not have this luxury and
must  do  them  whenever  time  permits.
Weight training can definitely help increase
your swimming speed, but remember, it
should be an addition to your swim training
program   and not a replacement for your
swim workout (unless you are already swim-
ming five to six days per week).

``MANY SWIMMERS HAVE A

MISCONCEPTION THAT WHEN

THEY SVIM IT IS PRIMARII.Y

THEIR CHEST MUSCLES (PECTO-

RALS)  THAT THEY ARE USING.

BUT IF YOU ARE SWIMMING

CORRECTLY, IT IS YOUR BACK

MUSCLES  (LATISSIMUS DORSI)

THAT ARE BEING USED TliE

MOST FOR FORWARD

PROPULSION."

Dryland Training
If you  are stretching, doing abdominal

exercises  and  performing  three  swim
workouts per week, then the next best thing
to improve your swimming apesides weight
training - or preferably in addition to weight
training)  is to develop  a  dryland training
program.  If  you  do  not have  access  to  a
weight room, a good dryland training pro-
gram  is  very  beneficial  in  developing
strength and endurance.

If possible, set up a dryland training pro-
gram in addition to your weight program,
but on the opposite days. A good dryland
training program can take as little as ten ex-
tra minutes or if time permits, up to 20-30
minutes per session. It is more fun to do your
training with a team, but most dryland train-
ing exercises can be done on your own and
almost anywhere.

Thefollowingareseveraldifferenttypes
of dryland training exercise.

•     Push-Ups -Push-ups will only take
about 30 seconds. The best time to do them
is right after you finish your abdominal ex-
ercises. Push-ups are especially beneficial if
you are unable to train with weights. Start
with two or three push-ups and build to as
many as you like.  Remember, keep  good
form'

•     Stretch cords, Bands, Surgical Tub-
ing,SwimBenches-Ifyouareworkingwith
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tubing, the thickness of the tubing may vary,
sobecarefulthattheresistanceisnottoogreat.
if you are prone to shoulder problems, cau-
tiously monitor your shoulders as these exer-
cises will put additional strain on them. Ben-
efits can be gained by doing ten to twenty
minutes of these exercises every other day.
This type of training is very beneficial in de-
veloping the triceps which are used to finish
your stroke as well as build endurance. There
are many different positions that simulate the
actual swimming stroke and are beneficial in
developing proper stroke mechanics. Stretch
cords are especially advantageous to adults
because they can be easily set up at home or
taken on trips. Swin benches are more per-
manent fixtures, and they are even more ben-
eficial if they are  equipped with computer
printouts. Repeats and intervals equalling the
time of your events are often done with usu-
ally ten to 30 seconds rest. Remember to warm
up and warm down with the tubing or the
benches when performing these exercises.

•     Plyometrics -Swimmers need a great
deal of strength in their legs for pushing off
walls as well as  for  quickly getting off the
blocks. A series of plyometrics can be done in
two to three minutes. Jumping side to side
quickly,highjumpsinplace,jumping forward
andbackward,andhighjumpsperformedside
to side as well as forward and backward are
all beneficial. Fifteen to 30 seconds of each of
these exercises with the same amount of rest
in between each set are more than adequate
for adults. Step-up exercises may be used as
well.

•     Medicine Balls~Notmany adultsuse
medicine balls, but their popularity is retum-
ingwiththecollegeandclubswimmers.There
are definite benefits and strength gains from
using a medicine ball besides the variety that
it offers to the athlete. medicine balls come in
different weights, so be careful not to use a
weightthatwillcausetoomuchstressonyour
joints.•     Tethered  Swimming ~ This can be
done in home pools or you can tie your tether
to the starting block at your local pool. Teth-
ered swimming is swimming in place while
attached to tubing by a band around your
waist. Svyimmers can _either swim in place to
build endurance or swim`against the tubing
to the other end of the pool to build strength.
Tethered swimming also permits speed work
if you swim back to the other end of the pool
with the tubing `pulling' you at a speed faster
than  you  could  normally  swim.  Tethered
swimming is stressful on the shoulders and
should be approached cautiously.

If you desire to achieve a peak perform-
ance, you must carefully balance work, train-
ing, sleep, diet and relaxation. It can be done
if you make a sincere effort to maximise your
training time. In addition to swimming, you
caneasilyaddstretching,abdominalexercises,
weight training and dryland training to your
weekly schedule. All of the above suggestions
will only add three to four additional hours to
each week. The biggest plus is that almost all
ofthesecanbedoneintheconvenienceofyour
own home.

wishw:Fac;:eakfupL::#£'cye°cuocm=tmmaeiey°±
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F}UNNING

Using Anaerobic Threshold
in Training

© by Dr Peter Reabum
Triathion Research Initiative, Central Queensland University
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line relationship between heart rate and running pace.

Heart F}ate Deflection Point
Some sport scientists believe that pulse

rates and workout inteusities are not linear at
higherworkoutintensities.Theybelievethere
is  a  point  during hard  exercise  at  which
workout pace increases but pulse rate begins
to fall behind (see Figure 1). This point is some-
times used as the Anaerobic Threshold or the
point at which the rumer shifts from aerobic
(with oxygen) to  an increasing reliance on
anaerobic (without oxygen) energy supply.

measuring methods for determining anaero-
bic threshold. The method for conducting the
test is as below:

1.    Go toameasured400m track
2.    Set up markers (or buddies) at the

200m and 400m points
3.    Put on a heart rate monitor
4.    Warm~up for 15-20 minutes
5.    Startrunning at a slow pace for the first

zoom
6.    Record (hit thebutton onthe HR watch
or call  HR to a buddy at each 200m)

Figure  1:  Heart  rate  versus  workload
graph with deflection point

The  heart rate deflection  is highly indi-
vidual  and changes depending on the run-
ners's training status. Increased fitness leads
to an increase in speed at the deflection point,
decreased endurance fitness a decrease in de-
.flectiorLpointspeed.
Determining the HR Deflection Point

An  Italian  sports  scientist,  Francesco
Concohi developed this non-invasive method
of determining anaerobic threshold which he
suggestscorrelatescloselywithinvasiveblood

7.    Measure the time for each of these
200,s
8.    Increase thespeed of each200m by a
couple of seconds
9.    Continue until exhausted
10.  Warm down
11.  Convert the 200m times to a pace in
k/hr by iLisir[g the formula: 720/time per
200m
12.  Plot the graph in Figure 1.
Cyclistscandoasimilartestbyincreasing

workload by about 20 wattts every minute on
a windtrainer.

What do I do now?
Training  intensities  can now be  deter-

mined from this test. The following intensifies
and durations are suggested for training runs
or intervals.
Percent of HR Deflection   Duration (mins)

100                                                   6-12
97                                                   20-30
9030
80                                                   50-90
75                                                  90-120
As you get stronger through training, the

test should show an increase in speed at the
deflection point.

Testing
This test can be repeated 4-6 weekly but

must be done under similar conditions:
•     sameconditions
•     sametimeof day
•     no heavy meals three hours before
•     no alcohol24hrsbefore
•     wellrested
•     no coffee, tea or caffeine drinks (coke,

lift) before
•     no hard trainingdaybefore or dayof

testing
•     bewarmedup
•     be medicallycapable of doing thetest

A word of caution
From my personal experience, not all ^+1`

letes demonstrate the deflection point i
others, including myself show an upwar
flection instead of the classic downwards cle-
fection shown in Figure 1. However, given that
the test is relatively easy to administer and is
non-invasive, try it and see if it works for you.
However, ensure you are fit and have the ca-
pacity to push yourself -it's not an easy test to
perform.                                               H

Table 1: Recommendations for Use of Sports Food in maintaining or elevating blood glucose
Sport Food                      Before

Sports Drink

Sports Bars

Sports Gels

500mL 60 mins before

One bar 2 hrs prior

one pack prior to race
and drink enough water
to dilute carbo content to
6-8g CHO / 100mL fluid

During

150-300mL every 15~20mins

Use during loading rather than
during racing / training
As long as you are getting enough fluid,
eat enough to supply 30g (easy work)
to 60g quard work) of gel per hour

After

750mL for every half kilo of weight loss

Cine or two bars immediately after

Immediately after and at one hour intervals
to deliver one gram of carbo per kilo of body
weight
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Cycling Overuse Injuries
© by Liz Hepple (QAS cycling coach)

s we get older, physical activity is even more important for our health and well being.  Immo
bility and inactivity have more damaging effects on structures and functions in older people

than in younger adults.

However, as masters athletes, the older we
get, the more we are at risk of `overuse' inju-
ries, as our body is not able to cope as well
with the high levels of loading.

With older cyclists, the connective tissues
become stiffer, making the muscles and ten-
don tissues more prone to ruptures and mus-
cle damage is repaired more slowly. Joint car-
tilages also harden as we age, and are more
prone to inflammation.
Overuse Injuries

It is important for masters cyclists to rec-
-.````sethetypesofoveruseproblemstheymay

Libject to, so that action can be taken to
minimise the damage caused.

Kneepaln
Cyclists are notorious for having overuse

problems in the area of the knee joint.   The
common ones are as follows:

•     Chondromalacia of the patella, which
involves a softening of the cartilage behind the
kneecap, and a resultant painful grating sen-
sation.

•     Patellar tendinitis ®elow the kneecap)
andquadricepstendonitis(abovethekneecap)
result in localised tenderness in their respec-
tive areas.

•     Medial plica/medial patellofemoral
ligament injuries cause a disabling and some-
times intense pain on the inside of the knee.

•     Iliotibial band syndrome is caused by
irritation of the ITB over the lateral (outer) side
of the knee, and sharp or stabbing pain is felt.

While unusual anatomy such as pronation
of foot rolled inwards) and internal tibial

tion (lower leg twisted inwards) can pre-
ui6pose a cyclist to these problems, the most
common causes of knee pain can be corrected.

One cause is a seat position that is too low
or too far forward that increases the stress on
the knee joint. In addition, an abrupt change
in training loads fi either an increase in mile-
age or too much big gear/interval work, can
bring on knee pain. Also, since the inception
of clipless pedals, incorrect placement of the
foot onto the pedal surface (with fixed cleats
in particular) has been shown to cause stress
on the knee joint.

Lower back palm
Most serious cyclists will have experience

lower back or hip pain at some stage during
their cycling career.   This occurs because the
pelvic area acts as a `platform' for controlling
and powering the bike.  If there is tightness or
instability around this area, fatigue sets in
quickly, and pain and injury follow.

An unsuitable `reach' (length of top tube/
stem, handlebar height and fore-aft seat posi-
tion) is a common cause of lower back pain,
as it increases the stress on the vertebrae in
this area. A seat that is too high also causes
side to side tilting, and resultant back pain.

Tight thigh muscles also cause the pelvis
to tilt either too far forward (quadriceps) or
too  far  back  (hamstrings).  Imbalance  in
strength/flexibility in the hip and tnmk mus-
cles can also result in stress and pain in this
area.

Neckpain
Not usually as debilitating for cyclists as

back and knee pain, is the literal `pain in the
neck' felt by cyclists after long rides.  It's not
surprising that this occurs when you consider
the amount of time cyclists spend, with their
backs horizontal arid necks hyperextended so
they can look down the road.

Also common after long rides is a pain in
the upper back, between the shoulder blades,
or down the trapezius muscles. This is a re-
sult of the load placed on this area to support
the rider on the handlebars. This sort of pain
is often felt as a `spasm', and the muscles feel
tight `like rope' and very tender if pushed.

These problems are more common at the
begirming of a training season, when the body
is unaccustomed to the long rides, but may be
a result of other factors.   Sometimes the hel-
met is worn too low over the forehead, caus-
ing the cyclist to hyperextend their neck to a
greater extent.  Or such pain may be the result
of an overly rigid arm position, so it is impor-
tant to relax the elbows somewhat and change
the hand  position  on  the  handlebars  fre-
quently.

"WITII OLDER CYCLISTS, THE

CONNECTIVE TISSUES  BECOI\AI

STIFFER, MAKING THE MUSCLES

AND TENDON TISSUES MORE PRONE

TO RUPTURES AND MUSCLE DAM-

AGE IS REPAIRED MORE SLOWI.Y.

Stretching the neck and thoracic (upper)
spine regularly, as well as performing neck
strengthening exercises  (place hand behind
back of head, push head backwards while re-
sistingwithhand),willreducetheseverityand
frequency of neck problems considerably.
Prevention

Bike position
The most important factor in preventing

injuriesisensuringyourbikefitsproperlyand
that it is set up correctly.  By achieving the `per-
fectbalance'onthebike,manyofthecommon
injuries can be prevented.  If you are in doubt,
refer to the article on bike position in an ear-
lierissue,orgetsomeonefromareputablebike
shop or club to check your position.
Flexibility/muscle balance

Flexibility  in  the  major  cycling muscle

groups is essential if you are going to remain
injury free.  Particularly important for knees
and  backs are the quadriceps, hamstrings,
91uteals, lower back and ITB  (side of thigh).
For the upper body, the side of the neck, up-
per  back  and  chest  muscles  should  be
stretched.

Floor  exercises  for  front  and  oblique
abdominals and back muscles should be per-
formed several times a week to ensure a mus-
cle imbalance here doesn't cause back pain,
and will also increase your efficiency pedal-
ling.
Training loads

A rough guide  for raising  your  mileage
safely would be a maximum of 10% increase
in mileage per week.  It is also suggested that
the first 800 kms of the season be performed
in the little chain ring, aiming for a cadence of
90 fi  100 rpm before thinking about  using a
big  gear.   Then phase  in big  gear  training
gradually, always alternating €big geari and``little gear" training days.   Hills should also

bephasedingradually,andlongclimbsshould
be performed pushing the butt to the back of
the seat so that different muscles are used, and
leverage is optimised.
Sports Medical Services

If you follow the above guidelines, hope-
fully you will remain injury free. However, if
you still develop an injury, find a good sports
physiotherapist(particularlyonewhospecial-
ises in cycling injuries)  to help speed recov-
ery.  You may also need to visit a suitable doc-
tor if anti-inflammatories  or as a  last resort,
surgery, is indicated.                                    H

Other tips to prevent i!Iness
•     Keepworkand familyworkpressures

to a minimum
•     Use a multivitamin/mineral supple-

ment if not sure you are on a well-balanced
diet

•     Vltamincmayhelpreduce damageto
immune system cells

•     Avoid overtraining by a gradual in-
crease in training load, having rest days or
periodising training (see Greg Rowsell's arti-
cle)

•     Get regular and adequate sleep -dis-
rupted sleep negatively impacts on the im-
mune system

•     Avoid rapid weight loss -itnegatively
impacts on the immune system

•     Keep the hands away from eyes and
nose

•     Avoid sick people and large crowds
when possible

Good ludc for an illness free and well de-
served xmas break.                                   E
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All you Need to know About the Glycemic
Index

Eating carbohydrates between training
sessions or after races is important to enhance
recovery.Notsolongagowetalkedaboutsim-
ple and complex carbo's, now we talk about
the GI or GLYCEMIC INDEX.

At endurance race pace it takes about 60-
90  minutes  to  severely deplete  our  carbo
stores. However, muscle carbohydrate can also
be depleted after only 15-30  minutes of very
high  intensity training such as  interval or
speed work. It takes about 20 hours to com-
pletely recover the hungry muscle's stores.
This has strong implications for masters ath-
letes that train twice a day or do interval train-
ing as suggested in issue 1 of TMA.

After training or racing, athletes need to
consume carbos that can be very quickly con-
verted to blood glucose and then transported
in the blood to the muscles. To help us get the
carbos quickly into the blood and to the mus-
cles, carbohydrates can be classified accord-
ing to their gkycez#Zc t.#dc#  (GI).

The GI measures the extent to which blood
glucose is elevated above resting levels for a
period of time after eating a food containing
50  grams  of carbohydrate.  The  increase  in
blood  glucose  is  expressed  as  a  percentage
relative to the increase observed after eating a
standard type of carbohydrate such as bread
or simple glucose, which rate 100. Foods can
be classified as having a high (>85), moderate
(60-85) or low (<60) GI (see Table 1).

Carbos eaten during exercise or recovery
should be rapidly absorbed and thus have a
highglycemicindex.Theyshouldalsobecom-
bined with fluid intake since it takes about 3
grams of water to store 1  gram of carbo in a
muscle.  In  contrast,  normal  athlete  meals
should contain slowly digestible sources of
carbos and thus have a low glycemic index
(cereals, beans, fruit).

The important dietary factors that dictate
the rate of carbohydrate rebuilding in muscle
are:

1) the rate of carbohydrate intake;
2) the type of carbohydrate;
3) the timing of carbohydrate intake
The Rate Of Carbohydrate Intake
Carbos are remade at 5% per hour when

athletes ate 50g every 2 hours, but do not in-
crease when loo-225g of carbos are eaten every
two hours. This suggests the need to consume
about 50 grams of carbos every 2 hours to re-
cover carbo stores.

Masters endurance athletes probably ex-
pend about 3000 calories per day when train-
ing and are advised ®ased on the recommen-
dation of 700/o of calories coming from carbos)
to consume approximately 500 grams per day
of carbo. This amounts to 8 -10 grams of car~
bohydrate per day per kilogram of weight.
This is about 10 x 50 gram portions per day
(see Table 1).

Table1isbasedonaperson70kginweight.
You might need to adjust the figures if you

© by Dr Peter Reabum

weigh more or less. For example, a 100kg man
should multiply the recommended grams by
1.4 (100/70), a 50 kg women by 0.7 (50/70).

The Type Of Carbchydrate
Both moderate and high GI foods remake

muscle carbohydrate at 5-6% per hour.  Foods
with a low GI (fruits, beans) are only replaced
at about 3% per hour and are clearly not rec-
ommended for immediate recovery.

Research also suggests that carbohydrate
in liquid or solid moderate-to-high GI form is
equally effective as solids. However, if fluids
are needed after a session of high sweat rates,
then the fluid forms are the recommended al-
ternative. Sports drinks, soft drinks, and cor-
dials fit this bill.

Timing Of Carbohydrate Consuraption
Duringthefirsttwohoursafteraworkout,

the rate of muscle carbo rebuilding is 7-8% per
hour with some suggestion that this rate is
even higher in the 30 minutes following exer-
cise. This indicates the need to eat or drink
moderate-to-high GI foods straight away af-
ter training or competing. Following this ini-
tialintake,50gofcarbohydrateshouldbeeaten
every two hours until the next large meal.

Just when you thought you had a handle
on carbohydrates, the glycemic index comes
along and confuses the issue. I strongly sug-
gest you try the suggestions above to aid re-
covery from those tough workouts or race,§.

®
Table 1. Carbohydrates that have a high-, moderate-, or low-glycemic index (GI).  The

figures in brackets are the amount required to yield 50 grams of carbohydrate.

MAY 8TH - 15TH, 1999

Played in Paradise
This is  exactly what athletes  from

acrossAustraliawi]lbeabletodothisyear
at the inaugural Broome Masters Games
to be held from May 8th - 15th, 1999. The
event is being held over 8 days to enable
competitors to enjoy their own particular
sports as well as having time to explore
someofthemagnificentKimberleyregion
of Western Australia.

Sportsincludegolf,tennis,bowls,swim-
ming, dts, water polo, pistol, rifle, triathlon,
cycling,netaballandsurf-lifesaving.Putthis
date on your calendar. See you in Broome.

Forfurtherinformation,pleasewriteto:
PO  Box  5570,  Cable  Beach ,Broome, WA
6725 to receive bulletins, brochures and en-
try forum.

Telephone: (08) 9193 7559, fax:  (08) 9193
7506, email: recoffice@tpgi.com.au
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Periodisation
© by Greg Rowsell (Triathlon Research Initative, Central Qld University)

particular objective (speed, speed-endurance, and endurance).
The basic premise of periodisation is

that the greatest performance gains will be
realised when specific physical parameters
are emphasised at particular times.  This
makes sense  as  Bompa  (1983)  and  others
haveshownthatsomephysiologicalparam-
eters are pre-requisite to the development
of  others.    For  example,  many  coaches
would argue that aerobic base training (easy
runs, rides, rows or swims) should precede
anaerobic  threshold  and  V02 Max  type
training.

he aim of a periodised program is to
lop a specific physical parameter dur-
training block.   Subsequent training

blocks are designed to build on this by em-
phasising a different physical parameter
whilemaintainingtheparameterdeveloped
in  the  previous  block.   For  example,  the
total distance run per week is gradually in-
creased during a block of training that em-
phasises endurance. This endurance can be
maintained during the next block by com-
pleting one long nm per week. The volume,
intensity and frequency of training can be
manipulated to achieve particular training
objectives.  For example, incorporating pe~
riods of reduced training where the train-
ing load is decreased can enhance adapta-
tion.  This can be achieved by reducing the
number, duration, and intensity of training
sessions during that period.

Most coaches develop a periodised plan
for each season. The season is broken down
into distinct phases, which are known asrlcrocycles.    It is common to divide  the

r into three major periods: preparation,
competition,    and    restoration.    Each
macrocycle  can  then  be  divided  into  a
number of mesocycles.  These are typically
four weeks in length and  often consist of
four, one week microcycles.   A microcycle
is made up of a series of individual training
sessions and can be your typical training
week.

The aim of a periodised program is to
provide a logical and sequential framework
for the development of performance rela-
tivetothespecificdemandsofcompetition.
This can be achieved by systematically and
progressivelyincreasingthetrainingstimu-
lus over a number of microcycles.  These so
called loading microcycles are interspersed
withperiodsofreducedtrainingtopromote
adaptation.   For example, in a typical four
weekmesocycle,thetrainingloadissystem-
atically increased  during  the  first three
weeks through increasing the volume of
trailing each week.   The volume of train-
ing is  then considerably reduced in  the
fourth week to allow the athlete to recover.

Fry, Morton and Keast (1992) point out
thatthetypicalperiodisedtrainingprogram

begins with a focus on longer, slower endur-
ance  work  and  strength.   As  the  season
progresses the  emphasis  shifts  to  shorter,
faster interval work.   Training loads can be
described as higher volume, lower intensity
in the preparation phase, and lower volume,
higher intensity in the competition phase. The
amount of work completed at and above race
pace   tends   to   increase   as   the   season
progresses.  The table below is an illustration
(not a recommendation) of how this approach
may be reflected in one main set of a 1500m
swimmer with a goal time of 25.00mius.

Table  One:  Possible  main  sets  for  a
1500m   swimmer   using   a   traditional
periodisation approach.

to progress.
Anderson (1997) argues that sinply chang-

ing the volume and intensity of training as the
season progresses does not produce the maxi-
mum possible performance gains.   He believes
that performance can be optimised when blocks
oftrainingaredesignedtoenhancespecificphysi-
cal parameters. In essence it is how we periodise
theprogralnforathletesthatdetermineshowfast
they go.

So   how   would   you   individualise   a
periodisation plan for the experienced  athlete
above?   Anderson (1997) suggests that the first
training objective would be to increase the ``size"
of their engine by developing V02 Max.  This

The approach described above is a popu-
lar one and it leads me to assume that coaches
are happy with the results it produces since
this method of periodisation is used year, in
year out.   However, the important question
to ask is, does  this method  of periodisation
produce the best possible performance out-
come for all your athletes?  I would argue that
it carmot.

When an athiete resumes training at the
beginning of the season the goal of the coach
is to implement a program  of training and
competition that will lead the athlete, step by
step, toward a peak performance.  The coach
needs to be able to analyse the performance
of each athlete in order to prescribe appropri-
ate training strategies  to enhance perform-
ance.  Training should be directed at improv-
ing those physiological parameters that limit
individual performance.

There is absolutely no doubt that it is im-
portant to periodise the yearly training pro-
gram.   However, each athlete has different
needs. This means that athletes require an in-
dividualised periodisation plan to optimise
their performance.    For example, an athlete
withatrairingageoftenyears,whoisretum-
ingtotrainingafterathreeweekbreakshould
betraineddifferentlytoanathleteofthesame
chronological age who is new to the sport.

In  this  example  the beginning athlete
should spend much longer in the preparation
phase.  The emphasis would be on a gradual
and systematic increase in training volume.
The more experienced athlete by contrast, will
adapt quickly to the training stimulus and re-
gain their aerobic base within three to five
weeks of training.   The training emphasis
must then change if the athlete is to continue

suggestion is based on the idea that the more oxy-
gen you can use per minute the more ``work" you
can do.   The next block of training could then
focus on raising the anaerobic threshold to the
highest percentage of V02 Max.  This would en-
abletheathletetosustainafasterspeedforlonger.
Improved economy could be developed in the
next block.  The aim being to reduce the ``cost"
of moving at a given speed.

Anderson (1997)  talks about using three to
seven week blocks of training with an emphasis
onachievingaparticulargoaleg.developingV02
Max because experienced  athletes can  adapt
quickly.  Once the training goal has been realised
thetrainingemphasisneedstochangesothatthe

:#:i:cg:geu:3::-sd;.vrelio#aevinpghyvs6c*:::
anaerobicthreshold,andeconomyappearbelow.
Theexamplesgivenareforarunnerbutthesame
principles apply to swimming, biking and row-
ing because the energy systems are time and in~
teusity dependent.

Experienced runners can boost their V02
Max can by surging through a series of three to
five minute intervals at current 5km pace, after
completing a thorough warm-up!   The rest pe-
riod should equal the length of the interval and
the number of intervals can be progressively in-
creased until you are doing about 20 minutes of
V02Max work.  Anaerobic' threshold can be im-
proved by building up to doing three ten minute
intervals at 10km pace with three to five minute
recoveries.  Economy can best improved by run-
ning uphill with a good option being to include
some hills in your long run.

The key point is that periodisation is an ef-
fective way to divide the training program in to
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Suggested Speed Development Drills
S I:ide Reduction Exercises
Builduptoastrongrhythm(eg,rating26-

28).Graduallyreduceyourslidelengthtohalf
slides and maintain for about 15 strokes, then
move back out to full slides attempting to
maintain rating.  As you get more proficient
athighratings,starttheexercisefromahigher
ratinganddropdowntohalfslidesoverasin-
glestroke.Challengeyourselftoseehowhigh
youcanrateathalfslides(stillrowingdeanly)
and also when you go out to full slides.  You
can  also  experiment with  different  slide
lengths during the exercise fi eg, going down
to back-chock rowing.

OverratingBursts
Build  up  to race pace and maintain for

about 10 strokes.  Step up to above race-pace
and maintaln for about 10 strokes.  Then set-
tle back down to race-pace and hold for an-
other 10 strokes.  Make sure you allow full re-
covery between these efforts as they can be
quite fatiguing.

Quick~Hands Exercise s
Sit at back chocks and row armsonly. Start

off slowly with perfect technique.  Gradually
wind-up the rating, getting faster and faster.
This exercise can be good for developing hand
speed,  but make sure  you  are  not simply

throwing the hands out faster than they come
in fi hands should flow around the back turn
and come out at the same speed at which they
come in. Also make sure you are finishing off
each stroke strongly, drawing through to the
bodyandnotwashing-outtofacilitatequicker
hand speed.

Studs
Practice starts by building up from single

strokes, to complete starts followed by race-
pace efforts (eg, start plus 20 strokes at race
pace).   When you are practicing your starts,
you don't always have to row at 100% - skills
are often better learnt by practicing them at
lower intensities and, once mastered, build-
ing up to full pressure. A variation on the nor-
mal start, which can be beneficial for speed
development is to not lengthen out.  That is,
stay at half slides  after the initial start and
maintain an exaggerated high rating.

Of course there are many possible varia-
tions of all of the above drills.  Experiment by
varyingtheduration,ratingsandslidelengths
of all of these exercises to find what works for
you.  Remember at all times that it is impor-
tant not to compromise good technique just
to get an extra point or two in rating.

Trowhle-Shooting
If you are having trouble getting the rat-

ing up then firstly go back to the basics and

distinct blocks.  This allows the coach to em-
phasise  different  aspects  of  training  to
achieve particular goals.   However, it is es-
sentialthatcoachesoptimisetheperformance
of their athletes by designing a periodised
plan that is appropriate to their individual
needs.
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checkthatyouareadequatelypreparedfiboth
in terms of fitness and technique.  If you are
not then you win struggle and you may need
toreassesshowyouprepareforyournextcom-
petition.  Although it very important to row
withalongstroke,someathletestendtoover-
reach at the catch, getting themselves into a
weak position.  This is another possible cause
of difficulties in bringing up the rating.  If you
are struggling for rating then you may need
tositupintoaslightlystrongerpositionatthe
catch, rowing a slightly shorter but more ef-
fective stroke.  Finally slow hands around the
back turn are also a common cause of prob-
lems when it comes to bringing the rating up.
Make sure  you  keep  your  hands  flowing
around the back and you should be able to
maintain a good rhythm as you increase the
rating.

Like all aspects of a well thought-out train-
ing program, by planning when and how you
are going to do your speed training, and by
preparing all  of the body's systems  for this

?:puoe:o::ef::i:¥g#s;r?je:e?nbee:;g;o#e;;?
do should  be  of the highest quality, so you
should make sure that you are well prepared,
give  yourself plenty  of recovery and  never
compromise your technique.                      EE
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